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ABSTRACT:  Against the necessities of remote dominant for minimally invasive laparoscopic surgery mechanism, a 

image telesurgery system integrated on the prevailing “Micro Hand S” mechanism was designed. The image worked 

with the net, and a telesurgery communication protocol was discovered supported Transmission management 

Protocol/Internet Protocol. The stereo pictures of laparotomy were transmitted by a hardware-based encoder/decoder. 

an indication surroundings of mechanism-assisted remote minimally invasive surgery is finished within the medical 

robot laboratories. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In Tele-robotic systems, the remote manipulator is controlled from the operator’s website by causation position 

commands whereas receiving visual and different sensory feedback data. The native and remote systems square 

measure usually spoken as “master” and “slave” systems, severally, and therefore the overall system is spoken as a 

“master–slave system”. The remote manipulator is programmed to trace the controls of the operator. Figure two 

presents a typical structure of a Tele-robotic system with extra data specific to the MELODY system for robotically-

assisted Tele-Echography applications (presented in "Long-distance paradigm: the MELODY system" section).several 

medical robotic systems use Tele-Operation because the tonality of operation; however typically the master, conjointly 

referred to as the skilled website, and therefore the slave remote manipulator, conjointly referred to as the patient 

website, square measure in truth placed within the same area [9, 10].These systems are spoken as short-distance Tele-

robotic systems; even during this case, Tele-robotic systems square measure effectively split into 2 sites. Initial is that 

the native website, which incorporates the human operator and every one parts required to remotely operate the system 

(monitors, keyboards, joysticks, and different input/output devices).Then is that the distant website, which incorporates 

the robotic manipulation system and therefore the patient enclosed by the suitable support personnel. This approach, 

once applied to surgical interventions, is spoken as Tele-surgery. Tele-presence needs that the knowledge regarding the 

remote atmosphere is given to the operator in an exceedingly natural fashion, which in turn generates how of presence 

at the remote computing machine [11].the actual association between the master and place along the slave system is 

established by telecommunication networks. However, once the house between the two sites is massive, time delays in 

information transmission might need a sway on the operation of the robotized system which can eventually 

Telecommunication quality of service and information live capability ar one key purpose for robotized Tele-Medicine. 

It's progressing to be overcome by associate an {area| a district| a locality| a vicinity| a part| a section} area network 

(LAN) in associate exceedingly} very short distance Tele-robotic system virtually just like the carver, or using a 

fanatical optic fibre through all the ocean for a lucky trained worker experiment between USA and France; but this last 

totally different can't be realistic. The primary objective of this study is to gift a scientific review of Tele-robotic 

systems and highlight their challenges but place on their potential. The rest of the paper. This section focuses on the 

Tele-robotic technology whereas highlight associated manipulation, network and video challenges. Then, the case of a 

short-distance Tele-robotic system is exemplified by the carver Surgical System. usually| this can be} this will be 

usually followed by a long-distance Tele-robotic system paradigm relevant to remote diagnostic ultrasound (US) 

examinations. Some information from the review ar given inside the variability of tables and charts, the interpretation 

of that encompasses a useful outline of the Tele-robotic field. 

 

II. ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES FOR TELEROBOTIC SYSTEMS 

 

In the term Tele-robotic, the prefix “Tele”, originates from the Greek language, implies operation from a distance. 

However, within the field of AI, the term Tele-robotic is usually utilized in a wider sense, to imply the existence of a 

barrier between the operator and also the barrier are often the particular distance and/or a physical obstruction. In fact, 

one among the first Tele-robotic applications concerned the handling of hot materials. The human operator was located 

behind a protecting leaded glass window mistreatment direct visual feedback to manage the manipulator. An identical 

paradigm from the sphere of medical systems, could be a robotic manipulator needed to touch upon physical 
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obstructions, as within the case of robotically-assisted minimally-invasive surgery (MIS)and therefore the natural 

passageway trans-luminal scrutiny surgery (NOTES).In either case, the medico generally operates within a body cavity 

mistreatment laparoscopic vision, whereas robotic help facilitates physical access to it atmosphere. Once considering a 

medical Tele-robotic system, it's necessary to spot which sort of barriers the system is needed to touch upon. Supported 

the abovementioned definition, several of the planned medical robots (but not all) is characterised as Tele-robotic 

systems. Note that many different terms are typically used interchangeably to “Tele-robotic”: Tele-manipulation, Tele-

operation, and remote handling. Significant interest in medical robotics has been documented each for diagnostic (e.g., 

USA diagnostic scan, biopsy) additionally as interventional (e.g., therapeutic treatments like proton therapy, surgery) 

applications. Most of the planned systems are application/anatomy–specific (cardiac, Orthopedic, neurosurgical, etc.) 

medical Tele-robots but there in addition exist general-purpose ones. The manipulation system effectively extends Tele 

presence on the way facet the perception of the remote atmosphere, that becomes potential through the available 

sensory data. As associate integral a locality of the system, the manipulator permits the operator to effectively act 

among the remote atmosphere, physically manipulate objects, and act with them thanks to sensitiveness feedback. A 

medical Tele-robotic system is capable of performing arts the specified tasks remotely whereas capitalizing on the 

inherent blessings of medical robots (steady-hand, accuracy, motion scaling, bio-motion compensation, etc.).Tele-

robotics applications mostly involve articulated (serial and parallel) automaton configurations (mainly customized 

robots dedicated to the medical application), but totally different forms were in addition thought of still as snake-like 

robots. Typically, a serial automaton consists of sort of links interconnected with motivated revolute, prismatic or 

totally different variety of joints. At the inboard end of the kinematic chain is that the bottom of the automaton and at 

the outer end is that the end-Effector (end-tool).as associate example, the end-effector is associate interchangeable 

surgical tool. The realm that the end-effector can access is cited as a result of the area of the manipulator. A parallel 

manipulator is usually a system that consists of the many serial chains to support one platform (the end-effector).In 

general, serial robots might have associate outsized area and wise quickness. The mechanics and management of 

parallel robots area unit typically extra sophisticated but they provide high-speed displacement and among the classes 

of robots thought-about in Tele-robotic applications is in addition boxed-in the constant curvature or snake-like robots, 

These unendingly curving systems area unit notably useful once required to effort along/about their common axis. 

Selected members square measure pre curved so upon extension they assume a curve whereas adjusting the ensuing 

position of the end-effector. A key characteristic of any manipulation system is that the variety of accessible degrees-

of-freedom (DOF), that may be a style parameter directly related to the appliance necessities. A mechanism is 

manipulator with several DOF is additional deft however at an equivalent time the size/weight of the robot will 

increase. Choice of effort strategies is mostly indirectly associated with Tele-operation however it rather depends on the 

appliance necessities (force, speed, accuracy, etc.) and therefore the operative conditions. Mechanism manipulators 

usually use electrical motors, electricity, hydraulic, and gas actuators. Effort is a crucial characteristic of someone 

robotic system and it's so addressed as a part of this review. Herein, Tele-robotic systems square measure categorised as 

“short-distance” and “long-distance” counting on the physical distance separating the operator and therefore the remote 

manipulator. Within the case of short-distance systems, despite the fact that the operator’s website is aboard the patient, 

it's in reality separated from the mechanism unit, whereas steering relies on the non inheritable pictures and therefore 

the transmitted sensory info. In theory, this arrangement allows operative of the manipulator from a bigger distance 

additionally. Short-distance systems square measure largely related to the physical barrier case, as already mentioned. 

Within the long-distance class, the operator and therefore the manipulator website square measure geographically 

separated. The link between them is established either via AN existing communication infrastructure or via an 

infatuated temporary network, which might be either wired or wireless. The management of Tele-robotic systems is 

based totally on image and video steering. image acquisition methodology might impose additional style necessities to 

the system, as for instance within the case of robots in operation within the magnetic resonance imaging atmosphere, 

that got to looking on the used imaging methodology, a Tele-robotic system may be specific to laparotomy, ultrasound, 

CT (CT), resonance imaging (MRI), and X-ray radiology.MRI is characterised by wonderful imaging capabilities 

however accessibility to the patient within the scanner for period steering of interventions is fairly restricted. The 

utilization of MR-compatible robots has been planned to beat this drawback however the event of such robots is 

difficult due to the high magnetic fields relevant to the operation of the scanner additionally because the geometric 

limitations obligatory by the scanner. The Tele-robotic system provides access to the patient within the scanner. One 

example could be a Tele operated master–slave interventional system for breast diagnostic test that was developed by 

principle et al.. underneath continuous man imaging the medical practitioner uses the master system to work the slave 

one, that is found within the scanner beside the patient. The system has six degrees-of-freedom and MR-compatible 

effort combines one electricity motor and 5 gas cylinders. Operation of Tele-robotic systems is usually supported a 

man-in-the-loop management approach and involves a master/slave design. For articulated robots, the master system 

typically replicates the mechanics structure of the slave system. In general, a perception system’s computer program 

consists of bi-face components. Auxiliary management functions found in medical artificial intelligence, like motion 

scaling, bio motion compensation, and hand-tremor filtering, square measure of explicit importance to robotics. For 

instance, bio motion compensation can enable a mechanism to perpetually follow the heart’s motion throughout 
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associate intervention. With this capability the medical practitioner might care for a apparently stationary heart whereas 

really it's naturally beating. This approach presents a extremely fascinating different to straightforward arrested-heart 

techniques, because it was examined wherever a prophetical feedback management theme is planned. In this case, the 

heart’s motion is measured from ultrasound pictures and also the delay because of image acquisition and process, that 

impacts the feedback management loop, is stipendiary for employing a Smith predictor technique. Control of the 

fundamental operation of the manipulator and implementation of the same functions needs sensory feedback data. 

Sensors are often either internal or external to the robotic manipulator. The previous area unit directly mounted on the 

manipulator (e.g., joint position sensors, force sensors) and also the latter area unit separated from the manipulator 

(e.g., external camera systems)Communication delays and knowledge loss area unit inherent to long-distance Tele-

operation. 

These could severely impact the soundness and performance of the controlled system and that they create difficult 

issues that attracted the eye of the AI and controls community. A survey that addresses the topic of bilateral Tele-

operation specializing in many management notional approaches was provided by Hokayem and Spong. It covers 

numerous methodologies, as well as passivity-based management, that were projected to handle the same challenges. 

Note that passivity-based management is understood for its favourable lustiness characteristics. Niemeyer and Slotine 

applied the wave variable thought, associate degree extension to the idea of passivity, to time-delayed Tele-operation 

presumptuous associate degree unknown however constant time delay. Recently, a special form of force feedback 

algorithmic rule known as projection-based force reflection was examined and by experimentation evaluated for the 

case of a dual-arm haptic-enabled Tele-operator system Advanced management techniques as well as strong and 

adjustive management area unit significantly relevant to bilateral Tele-operation systems.  

 

III.  LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Event-based accommodative management of 7-DoF Serial mechanism for Teleoperated MIS, Hang Su, Giancarlo 

Ferrigno, and Elena Delaware Momi, GNB 2018, Gregorian calendar month 25th-27nd 2018, Milan, Italy. 

Teleported Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) are often accomplished with active and transferral, wherever active is 

needed for surgical mechanism arm arrival and instrument insertion, and transferral is necessary for teleported 

operation. Operation safety and adaptability is valid during a research laboratory setup MIS setting by exploitation the 

KUKA LWR4 slave mechanism and Sigma7 master device. The results show the transition between 2 modes is swish 

and stable. The benefits of Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) have considerably motivated the event of Tele-operated 

surgical robots within the past decades. We tend to adopt torsion detector to live and map the hand force on the surgical 

tip, that isn't adequate for complete clinical surgical application. 

 

Collaborative framework for automaton-assisted minimally invasive surgery exploitation anthropomorphous 

robot, Sandoval J. 

When a redundant manipulator is employed in RA-MIS, the system enforced should guarantee that the surgical tool 

forever goes through the trocar, i.e. the instrument placed at the incision purpose on the patient’s body. Additionally, 

the redundancy of the automaton are often exploited to implement a physical human-robot cooperative strategy, 

permitting the medical workers and automaton to figure in an exceedingly shared common space while not touching the 

performances of the surgical task, through a null-space compliance management strategy.   surgical task, is employed to 

implement a compliant motion within the robot’s body. The compliance management approach is outlined within the 

swivel coordinates, that effectively represent the null-space of the golem, so as to simply prohibit the swivel angle 

motion supported joint limitations or on the other physical constraint existing within the OR. Finally, we tend to judge 

our management framework employing a golemic system as well as the KUKA LWR 4 robot, demonstrating the 

feasibleness of the null-space compliance management approach 

 

Adaptive Decoupling management of a Serial Redundant golem for Tele operated Minimally Invasive Surgery, 

Hang Su, Giancarlo Ferrigno IEEE, 2014, pp. 3277–3282. 

Associate reconciling decoupling management theme employing a serial redundant golem for Tele-operated Minimally 

Invasive (MIS) is employed for reconciling decoupling management of serial redundant golem Surgery. In presence of 

unsure interaction between the surgical tip and therefore the patient body throughout Tele-operated surgery, the 

accuracy of the end-effector position ought to be secured, whereas guaranteeing associate reconciling decoupling 

management theme enhances the accuracy and keeps the RCM constraint for the Tele-operated laparoscopic surgery. 

 

Collaborative framework for mechanism-assisted minimally invasive surgery victimisation a7 Do F 

anthropomorphous robot, J.Sandovala,*,H.Su b,P.Vieyres , 2018. 

They bestowed the management framework for robot-assisted minimally invasive general surgery. Collaboration 

employing a redundant 7-DoF serial mechanism once a redundant manipulator is employed in RA-MIS, the system 

enforced should guarantee that the surgical tool continuously goes through the trocar, i .e. the instrument placed at the 
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incision purpose on the patient’s body. Additionally, the redundancy of the mechanism is exploited to implement a 

physical human–robot cooperative strategy, permitting the medical employees and mechanism to figure in an 

exceedingly shared common space while not poignant the performance that the surgical task, through a null-space 

compliance management strategy. Management framework employing a mechanismic system together with the KUKA 

LWR 4 robot, demonstrating the feasibleness of the null-space compliance management approach whereas protective 

the accuracy of the surgical task. 

 

IV. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

V.  

A. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 Wired data transmission mode is used for communication 

 Auto updating of data from slave unit to the master unit is not possible 
 

B.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Based on the self-designed “Micro Hand ” minimally invasive surgery robotic system, the robot remote control 

platform was developed. The “Micro Hand” automaton keeps primarily identical platform. Supported Transmission 

management Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), a Tele-surgery communication protocol is ready up. The 

experimental results show that the developed epitome Tele-surgery system has enough remote performance and 

operability for Tele-Surgery 
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VI. RESULTS 

 

                     
 

          
 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

In this thesis, we have presented an integrated solution for the computer-assisted Tele-surgery system based on Internet. 

Compared with previous study5,6 which was based on the high-speed terrestrial network with asynchronous transfer 

mode (ATM) service, our prototype based on TCP/IP is more affordable and widespread. The self-designed program 

for testing the network environment was developed to get the parameters of the network environment, and video 

transmission latency was measured with the time difference of the two millisecond meters recorded by the high-speed 

camera. 
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